PRESENT: Moni, DiSarro, Furtak, and Shilts

AGENDA
MSC (Motion, Second, Carried) to approve Agenda for February 4, 2015.

MINUTES
MSC to approve minutes from December 3, 2014.

COURSE PROPOSALS AND PROGRAM CHANGES PROPOSALS

1. Course Proposals:
   a. New: ASIA 151 – Tabled until next meeting because documentation of consultation with other departments is not attached.
      ECON 100A – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 100B – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 110 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 123 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 130 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 135 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 140 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 141 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 150 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 152 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 153 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 160 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 161 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 162 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 170 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 180 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 186 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 190 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 192 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
      ECON 193 – MSC to approve with minor changes.
   b. Previously Tabled: SOC 185 – Tabled until next meeting until further clarification of course category.

2. Program Proposals
   a. Change: Economics Bachelor of Arts – Tabled to next meeting due to changes within Form B.

**Additional item: Sharon Furtak will interact with Heather Mummaw to make changes to the website and SSIS Course Approval Form to note that written verification of consultation with departments must be submitted with the other curriculum material or it could result in the course be tabled until documentation is received.

Meeting adjourned at 4:54 pm.
Submitted by Sharon Furtak